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Let P be a ranked partially ordered set. An h-family is a subset of P such that no h + 1 
elements of the family lie on any single chain. P has the strong h-family property, if each 
maximal h-family in P is the union of h complete levels. Sufficient conditions for the strong 
h-family property are given. 
1. IIltmdnctjon 
Let P be a finite partially ordered set (poset) with a rank function, i.e. there 
exists a function r: P+ N with r(x) = 0, if x is minimal in P, and r(y) = r(x) + 1, if 
y > x (y covers x, if there is no element between x and y). The elements of rank i 
form the ith level Ni(P) and W,(P) := JNi(P)( is called the ith Whitney number. 
An h-family & (Sperner family S) is a subset of P such that no h + 1 elements of 
&, (2 elements of S) lie on any single chain in g,,(S). One can see that the case 
h = 1 is the Sperner case. 
We say P has the h-family property (Sperner property), if the size of a maximal 
h-family (Sperner family) equals the sum of the h largest Whitney numbers (to 
the largest Whitney number). Further we define that P has the strong h-family 
property (strong Sperner property), if every maximal h-family (Sperner family) is 
the union of h complete levels (one complete level). There are known sufficient 
conditions of a general type for the h-family property (see Greene and Kleitman 
[6]), whereas only special results exist for the strong Sperner property (Clements 
[3], Griggs [7, 81, KaterinoiSkina [9], Sperner [llj). In the following we combine 
the established methods for proving the h-family property with some new ideas to 
obtain sufficient conditions of a general type for the strong h-family property. 
2. Some new defhithns and connections between them 
Let r(P) : = maxXEp r(x). We now introduce some definitions which are refine- 
ments of known definitions (see [6]). If A is any subset of the kth level in P, let 
R(A) denote the set of elements of rank k + 1 which are related to some element 
of A. 
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The ranked poset P is called I-normal (Ic [0, r(P))), if 
(a) IAl/Wk s IR(A)IIW k+l for all A E Nk and all k E [0, r(P)). 
(b) In (a) a proper inequality holds for all p) # A c Nk and all k E [O, r(P)) \I. 
(BY LO, Q’)) we mean the semi-opened interval (0, 1, . . . , r(P) - 1). In all what 
follows we use notations of this kind.) 
If I = @ or I = [0, r(P)) we say briefly strong normal or normal, respectively. 
The ranked poset P is I-level connected (I s [0, r(P))), if the bipartite neighbour 
graphs G (P) = ( Vk (P), Ek (P)) with V,(P):= Nk(P)U Nk+l(P) and I&(P):= 
({x, y}; x < y} are connected for all k E [0, r(P)) \ I. If I = 8, we say P is strong level 
connected. 
A collection G of chains in P of length r(P) (i.e. of r(P) + 1 elements) will be 
called I-regular covering of P by chains (I G [0, r(P))), if 
(a) For each x E Nk (k E[O, r(P)3 there exist exactly 161 - WC’ chains of G 
containing x (we understand l&j and j&l . WL’ in the sense of multisets). 
(b) For all x, y E P with x < y and r(x) E [0, r(P)) \ I there exists one chain of % 
containing x and y. 
For I = (b or I = [0, r(P)) we say briefly strong regular covering of P by chains or 
regular covering of P by chains, respectively. 
Before showing how these definitions can be applied to prove the strong 
h-family property for ranked pose@ we will prove a connection between these 
definitions, which was discovered in the case I = [0, r(P)) by Kleitman [6, pp. 38f]. 
Theorem 1. For a ranked poset P the following conditions are equiualenf: 
(a) P is I-normal. 
(b) There exists an I-regular covering of P by chains and P is I-level connected. 
Proof. (b)+(a). B ecause of the result of Kleitman [6, pp. 38f] we only have to 
show that IA I/W, < JR(A)I/ W k+l for all p) # A c Nk and all k E [0, r(P))\ I. Evi- 
dently S :=A U(N,+,\R(A)) is a Sperner family. Furthermore, there are ele- 
ments a E Nk \A and b E R(A) with a 4 b, because otherwise Gk would not be 
connected. On account of k E [0, r(P)) \ I and @ being an I-regular covering of P, 
we find a chain C* E E containing a and b. We count the pairs (C, x) where C E 0: 
and x E C n S. Each chain of t& contains no more than one element of S, C” 
doesn’t contain an element of S, therefore we have no more than IEI- 1 such 
pairs. On the other hand for x E A there exist exactly I%1 - WC’ chains of % 
containing x and for x E Nk+l\ R(A) exactly I%! . WC:, such chains. Consequently 
we have 
p’1 IAl +pI!q bhi+l \R(A)I 
w, 
<1(51--l I4 <IR(Nl 
W 
and - 
k+l wk wk+l * 
(a) 3 (b). We shall show that P is I-level connected and for all X, y E P with 
x G y and r(x) E [0, r(P)) \ I exists a regular covering of P by chains GX,Y which 
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contains a chain going through x and y. Then we are done, because we can collect 
all coverings B,, with such x, y together to one I-regular covering of P. For this 
we use a lemma of Hetyei [lo, 7.71, which is a refinement of P. Hall’s matching 
theorem. 
Lexmna 2. Let G = (V, U V,, E) be a bipartite graph. The following statements are 
equivalent: 
(cw) G is connected and each edge of G is contained in a l-factor, 
(P) IVll=IV21 andf or each p) # A c VI holds (R(A)]>]AI (R(A) is the set of 
elements in V, which are connected with some element of A). 
Let M : = mLz& Wk(P). We now define a poset P’ as follows: for each k E 
[0, r(P)] we take M/W,(P) copies of the elements of rank k in P, with each copy 
of x less than each copy of y if x < y in P. One can easily show that for the 
neighbour graphs Gk (P’) with k E [0, r(P)) \ I the condition (@) of Lemma 2 holds, 
because P is I-normal. By Lemma 2 the neighbour graphs Gk(P’) are connected 
for k E [0, r(P)) \ I and obviously the neighbour graphs Gk(P) are then connected 
too for these k. As a further consequence of Lemma 2 we obtain that for any 
x, y E P with x 4 y and r(x) E [0, r(P)) \I there exists a l-factor in G,(,.(P’) 
containing {x’, y ‘}, where x’, y ’ are copies of x and y. Of course P is normal, 
therefore the other neighbour graphs Gk(P’) with k E I satisfy P. Hall’s matching 
condition, i.e. in these graphs exists a l-factor too. Putting these l-factors 
together we obtain a collection of M chains of length r(P) = r(P’) in P’ with one 
chain through x’ and y ‘. Returning to P we’obtain a collection of M chains of 
length r(P) which cover each element of rank k exactly M/W, times, i.e. we 
obtain the desired regular covering of P by chains C?&. 0 
A ranked poset P is called regular, if all elements of rank k are covered by the 
same number of elements of rank k + 1 (k E [0, r(P))), and cover the same number 
of elements of rank k - 1 (k E (0, r(P)n. 
Cordlarg 3. A ranked pose? P is I-normal, if P is regular and I-level connected. 
Proof. By the result of Baker [2] all chains of length r(P) form a regular covering 
of P by chains. Because there are taken all maximal chains, this is an I-regular 
covering of P by chains too. By Theorem 1 we get the result. Cl 
In the following we will show that an I-normal poset with some additional 
conditions has the strong h-family property. Then by Theorem 1 and Corollary 3 
we have applicable conditions for the strong h-family property. A much more 
important condition for the I-normality of a poset we give in Part II of our paper, 
where we investigate product orders. 
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In the following we will understand by h, if we do not specialize, each h with 
1 =G h =G r(P) (P is the considered ranked poset). 
The order permutation m of the Whitney numbers of P is the unique permuta- 
tion of (0, 1, . . . , r(P)} such that 
and 
m(i)<~G) for WV(i)= Wmo> and O~~<(i~r(P)- 
For h let h and 6 be the smallest and largest number, respectively, such that 
W T(b) = WVr(h) = WT(#i). 
Theorem 4. The ranked pet P has the strong h-famiZy property and there exist 
exactly (‘&‘> maximal h-families, if one of the following wnditions is satisfied: 
(a) P is normal and h = h. 
(b) P is strong normal. 
(c) P is I-normal and [v(k), m(k + 1)) $ I for each k E [q 6). 
Proof. Let & be a maximal h-family. Since P is normal in all three cases one can 
easily obtain from the LYM inequality (see [6, pp. 35ffJ) that 
%a =u N?r(k) u %I-,, 
k=O 
where B;+ is a maximal (h - &-family in the suborder Q of P induced by the 
levels N_(b), . . . , N~~~~ (in the case (a) we have gk_+ = p) and we are done). From 
the conditions in the cases (b) and (c) follows that Q is strong normal. Because of 
the definition of b and 6 the Whitney numbers of Q are equal to each other. Now 
by induction over h-h follows that g;l_+ is the union of some h-h complete 
levels in Q (if h - h = 1 use the method of pushing up the elements lying in the 
lowest level and for h - h > 1 note that the set of all maximal elements of Bb+, is 
a maximal Spemer family and the other elements of @,__, form a maximal 
(h - h - 1)-family). 0 
Now we state two corollaries, which are more conveniently applicable than 
Theorem 4. For this we need two definitions. 
The Whitney numbers of a ranked poset P are called I-logarithmic concaue 
(IS (0, r(P))), if 
(a) w: a Wk__1Wk+l for all k E (0, r(P)). 
(b) In (a) a proper inequality holds for all k E (0, r(p))\I. 
If I = 8 or I = (0, r(P)) we say briefly strong logarithmic concaue or logarithmic 
concaue, respectively. 
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Lemma 5. If the Whitney numbers of a poset P are logarithmic concave, then there 
exists, t with OdsstGr(P) such that WO<*.*<WS=***= Wt>..->W&. 
Proof. There doesn’t exist a k E (0, r(P)) such that Wk_la Wk< Wk+l or Wk_-l> 
w&wk+p cl 
CoroNary 6. If the ranked poset P is [ar, p)-normal and has (ar, P)-logarithmic 
concave Whitney numbers, then P has the strong h-family property for all h E 
[max{l, fi - a! + l}, r(P)]. 2% ere are no more than two maximal h-families. 
Proof. If a! > p we can apply Theorem 4(b) combined with the fact that no three 
Whitney numbers are equal because of (a, p) = p). If cy: < p the condition in (c) of 
Theorem 4 is satisfied because of Lemma 5 and h 2 p - (Y + 1. El 
The Whitney numbers of P are called symmetric, if W, = Wr(Pj-k for all 
k E CO, r(P)l. 
CoroNary 7. If in addition to the conditions in Corollary 6 the Whitney numbers of 
P are symmetric and if p = r(P) - a and h E [max{l, p - a! + l}, r(P)], then there are 
exactly one or two maximal h-families depending on whether r(P) + h is odd or 
emn, respectively. 
The Corollaries 6 and 7, and Theorem 1 or Corollary 3, respectively, will be 
applied in this sharp form only in Part II. 
In the case I=[(Y, p)=(cu, p)=P, we can apply them for the linear lattice, i.e. 
the lattice of subspaces of a vector space of dimension n over a finite field, 
ordered by inclusion (symmetric Whitney numbers), and the aBine lattice, i.e. 
instead of the subspaces tie subspaces are taken (no symmetric Whitney 
numbers). The regularity, strong level connectivity and the strong logarithmic 
concavity are easy to show. 
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